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Sec. 2 (2)
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Chap. 203

CHAPTER 203

The Lakes and Rivers Inlprovement Act
INTERPRETATION
Interpr..

1. In this Act,

tatton

Ca) "dam" means a dam or other work forwarding,
holding back or diverting water;
(b) "Department" meam the Department of Lands and
Forests;
(e)

"floating of timber" includes transmission of timber;

Cd) "lake" includes a pond;
(e) "Minister" means the Minister of Lands and Forests;

cn

"regulations" means the regulations made under
this Act;

(g) "river" includes a creek and a stream;

(h) "timber" includes rafts and crafts, saw logs, posts,

ties, cordwood. pulpwood, masts, staves, deals,
boards, and all sawed and manufactured lumber.
R.S.O. 1950. c. 195, s. 1, amended.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

2.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make Re~ulalloll8
regulations,
(a) for the safe and orderly floating of timber down lakes

and rivers, and for prevcnting the usc of thc lakes and
rivers for navigation by vessels and boats being
unnecessarily impeded or interfered with by the
timber;
(b) respecting gcnerally the usc under this Act of lakes

and rivers and waters therein;

(c)

prescribing penalties for contravention of the regulations. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 2 (I); 1955, c. 39, s. 1.

(2) The rcgulations may be gcneral in thcir applic"1tioll, or ~£~8~n$
bc applicable to any particular Part of this Act or to any par-
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s.co 2 (2)

licular lake or river or to any particular dam or work.
1950, c. 195, s. 2 (2).
Compliance

with Part

VI

R.S.O.

3. Every person making use of a lake or river upon which
works arc constructed under this or any other Act for the
purpose of floating timber shall comply with the requirements
of Part VI as to timber driving. H..S.D. 1950, c. 195, s. 3.

County or

4. Where in this Act any claim for compensation for land,
property or works taken or injuriously affected or a claim or
for deterdispute is to be determined by arbitration, a judge of the
mining
clalme
county or district court of the county or district in which the
land, property or works arc situate or in which the claim or
dispute arises or, in the case of a claim under Part VI, in
which the timber in connection with which the claim or part of
the claim is made or the greater part of such timber is situate
at the time of the service of the notice of claim, shall be the
:::·~80. 1960, sole arbitrator for such purpose and The Arb£tratil)ns Act
otherwise applies. H..S.D. 1950, c. 195, s. 4.

dl6trlCt
Judlle 801e

arbitrator

Wh(l~ eom_
f,0nB.lltlon

O~rl:tuor~~~
'b,m, made,
eoregran
rrom
the
Crown

5. Where land is overflowed or otherwise injured. by the
maintenance of a dam that was erected before the land was
granted by the Crown and the grantee or any person under
ed
h
r
w hom hd°ed°.'
c env
tl uC 0 b°ed
ta1n
a ruction
In t e pnce 0
the land on account of, or was otherwise indemnified for, its
being overflowed or otherwise injured by the dam. no subse·
quent owner 01 the land is entitled to maintain an action
against the owner or occupier of the dam for damages for any
overflowing or injury to the land due to the continuance of
the dam. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 5.
0 0

0

Rootrictlona
upon

o. Nothing in this Act authorizes any person to obstruct
any waters already navigable or to collect tolls other than
those upon timber. R.S.O. 1950,c. 195, s. 6.

~~m: ~ to

7. If, by reason of a dam erected for the floating of timber,
any water power is created, the owner of the dam does not
have any title or claim to the usc of such water power, but, if
the owner or occupier of the adjoining land claims compensation for damages arising from such dam, the claim shall be
determined by arbitration and the arbitrator may take into
account the increased value of his land by reason of the water
power so created. R.S.O. 1950,c. 19S,s. 7.

oporatlone

::.;~rra
created

PART I
CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR AND USE OF DAMS
Interpretation

8. In this Part,
(a) "engineer" means an engineer designated by the
Minister;

Sec. 9 (4)
(b)
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"owner" means an owner of a dam, and includes the
person constructing, maintaining or operating it.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 8, amended.

0.-(1) A dam shall not be constructed on any lake or river :nf~n"saJ.
unless the site and plans and specifications thereof have been of dams
approved by the Minister, and such approval shall be deemed
to be of an administrative and not of a legislative nature.

(2) Application for such approval shall be made in writing ~~P!b~:~~':t.1
to the Minister and shall be accompanied by,
(a) complete copies of the plans and a report of the

engineer in charge of the work showing full details
of the construction of sluice·gates, spillways and
other works connected with the dam and the height
at which the water is to be held;
(b) a map of the watershed affected which shall show the

area of the watershed above the dam with the estimated elevation of high water caused by the spring,
summer and autumn freshets, where the water level
is raised by the dam, and the submerged areas at
low, normal and high water periods, in different
colours;
(c)

particulars as to the nature of the bottom or foundation on which the dam is to be constructed with
reports of all boring or test pits;

(d) such other particulars as the Minister requires,

but nothing in this section prevents or applies to the construction of an emergency dam where such construction is considered
necessary for the prevention of loss or damage, but in such
case the owner shall immediately give notice to the Minister
that he is proceeding with the construction of the dam and
shall thereafter comply with any directions of the Minister
as to the precautions to be taken in maintaining the dam or its
removal when the purpose for which it was constructed has
been served.
(3) The approval of the Minister shall not be given until an :l[~g~,~t to
engineer has examined the plans, documents aud other ill- plBIUl
formation and recommended the approval of the proposed
dam.
(4) Upon the request of the Minister made either before
or after the constructioll thereof, every such dam hereafter
constructed shall be provided with a fishway that will permit
the free and unobstructed passage of fish up alld down stream
atany scason of the year. R.S.O. 1950,c, 195,5.9.

Fl$bwBY
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10. Where a dam has heretofore been or is hereafter con·
structed in a lake or river and it is proposed to make improvements to the dam, the improvements shall not be proceeded

of plll.ll$
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Sec. 10

with until complete copies of the plans and specifications have
been approved by the Minister, and such approval shall be
deemed to be of an administrative and not of a legislative
nature. R.S.O.1950,c. 195,5. 10.
RequIring
produotlon

or plana On

report ot

ngln&&r

11.-(1) Where a dam has heretofore been or is hereafter
constructed in a lake or river and an engineer or other officer
of the Department reports that by re.uOI1 of the construction
or condition of the dam water may be held, released or diverted
in sufficient volume to c<.use personal injury or damage to
property, the Minister may require the owner of the dam to
furnish within a given time the plans and other particulars
mentioned in subsection 2 of section 9. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
,.11(1).

Fllilure to
furnlab
pIa'"

(2) Upon failure on the part of the owner to furnish such
plans and other particulars within the time specified, the
Minister may require the engineer to make an examination
and report on the dam, and the expenses incurred in making
the examination and report shall be in debt due by the owner
to the Crown, and the amount thereof as certified by the
Minister is recoverable with costs in any court of competent
jurisdiction. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 11 (2), amended.

EngIneer
to bave
free aooe.;o

(3) For the purpose of making the report, the engineer shall
have free access to all parts of the dam and to the adjoining
or neighbouring lands and to all plans, books, accounts, documents and reports relating to the construction of the dam,

Order to
repair,

(4) On the report of the engineer, the Minister may make
such order as he deems necessary to ensure the safety of the
public or of persons whose lands and property may be endangered by the dam, and for such purpose may order the
owner to repair, improve, open up or remove it, and may fix
the time within which such repairs, improvements, opening up
or removal arc to be completed. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 11
(3,4).

Improve,

eto.

~:n~~~-

~~:f~oe with

(5) Upon non-compliance with the order within the time
limited or in ca~ the Minister dccms that t~e .rep;li~, improvements, opelling up or removal ordered IS Immediately
required in an emergency, the Minister may do or cause to be
done whatever is necessary, and the cost of any such work, as
certified by him, is a debt due by the owner to the Crown and
is recoverable with costs in any court of competent jurisdiction. R.S.O. 1950,c. 19S,s. 11 (5),amended.

Sec. 13 (3)
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(6) Where any dam heretofore constructed has not been ~~"1I~~~;'y
provided with a fishway, the Minister may direct that the ~~O~~d6d
owner of the dam shall forthwith provide a fishway that will

permit the free and unobstructed passage of fish up and down
stream at any season of the year.
(6).

R.S.O. 1950, c. 195.5. 11

12.-(1) Where water has been impounded for power W~:{~g
development or storage purposes, the Minister may order the 1Ir&a8
owner of any dam that impouncs the water,
Ca) to clear timber, slash or debris from the lands that

arc or were flooded; and
(b)

to remove any timber, slash or debris that has escaped from the flooded lands to any lake or river,

within the time specified in the order.
(2) Where the owner of a dam fails to comply with an order Idem
made under subsection 1 within the time specified in the order,
the Minister may causc to be done whatever is necessary to
achieve the result intended by the order, and the cost thereof,
as certified by him, is a debt due by the owner to the Crown
and is recoverable with costs in any court of competent jurisdiction. 1960, c. 55, s. 1.

13.-(1) The Minister may authorize the engineer to ~~nlater
inspect or cause an inspection to be made of ~ny dam or other r~tge°c1I~
structure or work for the development, Ilnprovemcnt or
utilization of the waters of any lake or river and report in
writing upon the state of repair of the dam or other structure
or work. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 13 (1).
(2) If the Minister deems it necessary or expedient in the ~~~~~Jo
public interest, he may, after the receipt of the report of the tlon
engineer, order the owner of the dam or other structure or
work to repair, reconstruct or remove the same within the
time specified in the order. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 13 (2);
1953, c. 53, s. 1 (1).
(3) Where the owner fails to comply with an order made ~rRn~:l1I.
under this section within the time specified in the order, the wIth order
Minister may causc a plan and description of the site of the
dam or other structure or work prepared and signed by an
Ontario land surveyor and signed by the Minister to be deposited in the proper registry or land titles office and thereupon such site and the dam or other structure or work and all
rights incidental thereto are forfeited to the Crown without
it making compensation therefor.
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Rlghtll of

(4) Where a site and the rights of the owner in a dam or
other structure or work have been forfeited to the Crown under
this section, the Crown has over the adjoining and neighbouring lands such rights as may be nccess•.'uy to repair or reconstruct and maintain and operate or to remove the dam or
other structure or work. 1953, c. 53, s. 1 (2).

Crown to
repair, etc.

Otl'ences
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14.-(1) Every person who,
(a) constructs or maintains a dam in contravention of

this Part;
(b) refuses or neglects to comply with an order, requireIllent or direction of the Minister made under this

Part; or

(e) hinders or obstructs the engineer in the performance
of his duties under this Part, or refuses or neglects
to produce any plans, accounts, documents or report
relating to the construction of a dam when required
by theengineer,
is guilty of an oJTence and on summary conviction is liable to
a fine of not more than $500, and if after conviction such de·
fault continues, such person is liable to a further fine of $10
for each day upon which the default continues.
Lh.l>Ul~y

not atrected
by conviction

Plane, eto..

to be kopt

on nloln
Department

Dl8putell
as to U&er

(2) The com'iction of a person under subsection 1 does not
aJTect his liability for damages or otherwise either at common
law or under any statute in force in Ontario. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 195, s. 14, amended,

15. All plans, orders and reports furnished or made under
this Part shall be kept on file in the Department. R.S.O.
1950, c. 195, s. 15.

16. Where it appears expedient in the public interest, or
where a conflict or dispute arises between persons having a
right to usc a Jake or river or any works or other improve·
ments thereon for floating timber or between such persons
and any other persons having the right to usc a lake or river
for any other purposc, the Minister may appoint an officer or
officers with such powers and duties as are deemed expedient
to be in charge of the lake or river or any works or improve·
ments thereon and to regulate the usc of the lake or river or
any works or improvements thereon in such manner as seems
best calculated to afford to persons having diverse interests on
the lake or river or in the works or improvements a fair and
reasonable use of the waters of the lake or river, but where
any alterations of the level of international boundary waters
is involved, such regulation, powers and duties shall conform

Sec. 19 (2)
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to any order or recommendation that the International Joint
Commission may make under the terms and authority of the
International Boundary Waters Tre.:'\ty between Great Britain

and the United States.

R.S.O. 19S0,c. 195, s. 16.

17.-(1) Where a dam or other structure or work has been ~~~Jtaet~on
heretofore or is hereafter constructed on a lake or river and the levola
Minister deems it necessary or expedient in the public interest,
he may order the owner of the dam or other structure or work
to take such steps within the time specified in the order as
may be necessary to maintain the level of the water of the lake
or river or to raise or lower such level as the order provides.

(2) Where the owner fails to comply with an order made ~fa"~;:~lth
undcr this section within the time specified in the order, the order
Minister may cause to be done whatever is necessary to achieve
the result intended by the order, and the cost thereof, as certified by him, is a debt due by the owner to the Crown and is
recoverable with costs in any court of competcnt jurisdiction
at the suit of the Treasurer of Ontario.
(3) This section docs not apply to any lake or river over ~1~ not
which the International Joint Commission established under to apply
the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 or any public authority
exercising jurisdiction under the Parliament of Canada or The
Lake of thc Woods Control Board established under The Lake 1922, 0. 21
of the Woods Control Board Act, 1922 has jurisdiction with
respect to the level of the water. 1953, c. 53, s. 2.
Removalot
·
. b'
18 • 5 ub)Cct
to compensation
eillg rna de as provi'ded by obetruttlons
The Public Wor~s. Act for any dam.ages sustain:d by reason ~~~d::ooi'
thereof, the MJIllster may authorize any engilleer, agent, Mlnlat.r
workman or scrvant employed by or under him to enter into ~·g3'§· 1960.
and upon any land and remo\'e any rocks, stones, gravel, slab
or timber jam, dam or part of any dam, rubbish of any kind
or other obstruction in any lake or river, the removal of which
he deems necessary or expedicnt in the public intcrest. R.S.O.
1950, c. 195, s. 18.

19.-(1) A judge of the county or district court of the :i':~~~~llt
county or district in which any part of any works uscd for
floating timber is situate, on the complaint of any person
interested in the floating of timber down any lake or river,
through or over the works upon which tolls arc coUected, that
the works are clearly inadequate by reasoll of being out of
repair, shall appoint an inspector to examine the works and to
report on the state of repair thereof.
(2) The judge shall, after report of the inspector, ordcr ~p~~ to
the repairs that arc necessary and that shall be mndc by the
owner of the works, and the time by which thc rcp.1.irs shall be
made and completed.

Set. 19 (3)
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(3) If the owner does not comply with the order, the person
so interested may make the repairs, and the cost thereof,
or such portion of them as the judge determines, shall be paid
by the owner and is a lien and charge in favour of such person
on the works and tolls.
(4) The judge may require the applicant to deposit with the
clerk of the court such sum as will, in the opinion of the judge,
be sufficient to pay the fees and expenses of the inspector, to
be allowed by the judge at a rate of not more than $10 per
day and actual travelling expenses, and such sum, when the
works :ire found to be clearly inadequate by reason of being
out of repair, may, in the discretion of the judge, be made a
lien or charge in favour of the person paying the same on the
works and tolls.
(5) The applicant shall, before the application comes on
to be heard, file with the judge a bond signed by himself in
the sum of S100 and by two sufficient sureties, who shall duly
qualify, each in the sum of $50, conditioned to pay to the
owner such costs connected with the application and subsequent proceedir,gs as the owner may become entitled to.
(6) Four days notice of the application is sufficient and the
notice may be served upon the owner, or, in the case of a com·
pany, upon the president, secretary or superintendent, man·
ager or acting manager thereof.
(7) The costs incidental to the application shall be upon
the county court or division court scale, as the judge directs.
(8) In this section, "inspector" means a person appointed
by the Lieutenant Governor in Council to act as inspector of
works constructed for the floating of timber. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 195, s. 19.
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20. Where a dam is now or is hereafter erected on Or across
any lake or river down which timber is usually Roated, such
dam shall at all timcs be provided with a slide or apron for the
passage of timber of such description and dimensions as are
approved by the Minister and such approval shall be deemed
to be of an administrative and not of a legislative nature.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 20i 1955, c. 39, s. 2.
21. Every such apron shall be so constructed and maintained as to afford a depth of water sufficient to admit of the
passage over it of such timber as is usually Roated down the
lake or river on which the dam is erected. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 195, s. 21.
22.-(1) The owner and occupier of a dam who does not
provide, maintain and keep in repair a slide or apron thereto
in accordance with such description and dimensions as are
approved by the Minister under section 20 is guilty of an

&c. 24 (5)
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offence and on summary conviction is liable to a fine of $50 for
each day on which the default occurs or during which it continues. 1955, c. 39, s. 3.
(2) Where the apron is carried away, destroyed or damaged ~~~~e
by flood or otherwise, the O\mer or occupier of the dam is '1f1l~ledaway.
not liable to the fine provided by subsection 1 if the apron is 8uapcndoxl
repaired or reconstructed as soon as the state of the lake or
river safely permits. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, $. 22 (2).

PART II
PROCLA~IATJON

CONTROLU:\G NAMED LAKE OR IUVER

23. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may declare that g~3:~o,~by
any lake or river is subject to this Part. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, Counctl
5.23.
24:.-(1) From and after a date named in the declaration ~¥~'1~r!l~~~
made under section 23, all quc;tions arising in relation to the
lake or river,
(a) as to the right to construct or use works or improve·

men ts thereon;
(b) as to the respective rights of persons using the lake or

river for the purpose of floating timber thercon;
(c) as to the right to interfere with, alter or obstruct in
any manner the flow of the water in thc lake or river,

shall be determined by the Minister upon application to him
by any of the parties conccmed, and after such notice to other
parties interested as the Minister directs, and no action or
other procceding lies or shall be taken in any court with respcct
to any such matter.
(2) The order of the Minister given in writing is final and 1?n~tslon
is not subject to appeal.
(3) Any such order may be filed in the office of the Registrar ~~~~r~.
of the Supreme Court, or in the office of the local registrar or Rr;t~f8r:r
deputy registrar, and upon being so filed it becomes an order
of the Supreme Court and may be enforced in the same mnnner
and by the like process as if it had been made by that court.
(4) The like fees are payable as lIpoll an order made by a
judge of the Supreme Court in the exercise of his ordinary
jurisdiction.

f.l'f:g ~~dnr

(5) The order shall be entered ill the s.:unc mnnl1cr .,"s "Entry
•• order of
judgment of the court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 24.
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PART 111
PUBLIC RIGUTS IN LAKES AND RIVERS
Appllcatlon

25. This Part is subject to Parts 1 and II.
c. 195, 5.25.

Right to

26.-(1) Subject to this Part, all persons may float timber
down all lakc~ and rivers during the spring, summer and au·
tumn freshets.

Duty not

(2) No person shall, by felling trees or placing any other
obstruction in or across a lake or river, prevent the floating
of timber.

~~~~;o

(3) If it is necessary to remove an obstruction from a lake
or river. or to construct a dam, apron, slide, gate, lock, boom

noM
timber

to ohfltruct

~~t'i~CtlOJl8
co~uct

wor

~~~...hQt..:r

R.S.O. 1950,

or other work therein or thereoll in order to facilitate the
floating of timber down the lake or river, the person requiring
so to float the timber may remove the obstruction, and may
construct the dam, apron, slide, gate, lock, boom or other
work, doing no unnecessary damage to the lake or river or to
its banks.
(4) All persons driving tim her down A lAke or river have

~l%v~~!. ato.. the right to. g~ along the ban~s of the Iak: or river fo~ the pur·

to ~ on
ban

pose of asslstmg and to assIst the floatlllg of the tImber by
all mea.ns usual with lumbermen, doing no unnecessary dam.
age to the banks of the lake or river. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.26.

~~tt~ ~~ U&e

27. A person who has constructed in or upon a lake or
river, which was not navigable or flO<"1table before the same
was constructed, a dam, apron, slide, gate, lock, boom or
other work necessary to facilitate the floating of timber down
the lake or river, or blasts rocks or removes shoa.Is or other
impediments from or otherwise improves the floatability of the
lake or river, does not have the exclusive right to the use of
the lake or river or of the works or improvements, but all
persons, subject to the payment of tolls fixed under Part V,
have the right during the spring, summer and autumn freshets
to flo..,t timber down the lake or river and through and over
such works and improvements, doing no unnecessary damage.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 27.

h:~~v':,~d

mente

Aot to apply
whether
land
patented or

,"

28. All the rights conferred by this Part extend and apply
to all works and improvements heretofore or hereafter made,
on a lake or river, whether the bed of the lake or river has been
granted by the Crown or not. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 28.

Sec. 32
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20.-(1) Where the course of a river enters or widens into ~~~"i~f~m
a lake or other considerable body of water, every person using lakes. eto.
the river for the purpose of floating timber shall provide proper
and adequate means by a steam tug or otherwise to move his
timber across the lake or body of watcr with expedition.
(2) The Minister may by llis order in writing direct the ~~~18';~er
kind of power or appliance that is to be used in moving timber use of power
across the lake or body of watcr from the place of entrance
to the outlet.
(3) Every person who contravenes or neglects to obey the Otl'ence
terms of such an order is guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction is liable to a fine of not morc than $500. R.S.O.
1950, c. 195, s. 29.

OBSTRUCTIONS IN LAKES AND RIVERS

30.-(1) Every person who cuts and fells, and the employer ~~~1tg~lnll'
of every person who cuts and fells, any tree into a lake or river 0,", r'~.nch~
re 8. s.c.
down which timber is usually floated, or upon such parts of the
banks of it as are usually overflowed in the spring, summer or
autumn freshets, without lopping off the branches of the tree
and cutting up the trunk into lengths of not more than
eight~n feet before the tree is allowed to he floated or C:l!\t
into the lake or river is guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction is liable to a fine of not morc than SlO.
(2) Subsection 1 docs not apply to timber prepared for
transportation to market. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 30.

EltC8ptlon

31. Where an officer of the Department finds that any tree, '[,.~w~il
part of a tree, refuse, substance or matter has been thrown or ~~t~I~:~8"
deposited into a lake or river or on the shores or banks thereof prOhIbitEd
in such a manner as in his opinion impairs the natural bc.."1uty
of the lake or river, he may, if authorized by the Minister to do
so, order the person who committed or caused the commission
of such act to take such stcps within the timc specified in the
order as are necessnry to remove thc tree, part of a tree, refuse,
substance or matter from the lake or river or from the shores
or banks thereof, and any person who fails to comply with any
such order is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction
is liable to a fine of S50 for each day that he docs not comply
with the order. 1955, c. 39, s. 4.
32. In sections 33 and 34, "mill" means a plant or works ~~t?o~ro.
in which logs or wood-bolts arc processed, and includes a saw
mill, a pulp mill, and a pulp and paper mill. 1953, c. 53, s. 3,

part.
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Prohibition

33.-(1) No person shall throw, deposit or discharge, or
permit the throwing, depositing or discharging 0(, any refuse,
S<'l.wdust, chemical, substance or matter from any mill into a
lake or river, oron the shores or banks thereof.

81l1l.1lUlt

throwing

rar"so Into
lake or
riveT. (\te.
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500. 33 (I)

Offene(!

(2) Every person who cOlltravenes subsection 1 is guilty of
an offence and on summary conviction is liable to a line of not
less than $200.

Noncomplianco
with ordor

(3) Where an officer of the Department finds that any
refuse, sawdust, chemical, substance or matter from a mill is
being thrown, deposited or discharged into a lake or river, or
on the shores or banks thereof, he may, if authorized by the
Minister to do so, order the owner or occupier of the mill to
cause such throwing, depositing or discharging to cease, and
may order, where in his opinion it is practicable to do so, that
such owner or occupier take such steps within the time sped·
fied in the order as may be nccessary to remove the refuse,
sawdust, chemical, substance, or matter from the lake or
river or from the shores or banks thereof, and any owner or
occupier who fails to comply with any such order is guilty of
an offence and on summary conviction is liable to a fine of $50
for each day that he docs not comply with the order. 1953,
c. 53, s. 3, part.
DISCRETIONARY rOWER OF COURT

Dtac.... tlon or

C()urt as tQ

grantlnll' or
injunction

In certain
~

34.-(1) \Vhere in an action or procL'Cuing a pcr::;Qll claims,
and but for this section would be entitled to, an injunction
against the owner or occupier of a mill for an injury or damage,
direct or conscquential, sustained by such persall, or for any
interference directly or indirectly with any rights of such
person as riparian proprietor or otherwise, by reason or in
consequence of the throwing, depositing or discharging, or per·
mitting the throwing, depositing or discharging of any refuse,
sawdust, chemical, substance or matter from the mill or from
it and other mi:ls into a lake or river, or by reason or in conse·
quence of any odour arising from any such refusc, sawdust,
chemical, substance or mattcr so thrown, deposited or dis·
charged or so permitted to be thrown, deposited or discharged,
the court or judge may,

(a) refuse to grant an injunction if it is proved that hav·

ing regard to all the cirCUllIstances and taking into
consideration the importance of the operation of the
mill to the locality in which it operates and the benefit
and adv;mtage, direct and conscqucntial, which the
operation of the mill confers on that locality and on
thc inhabitants of that locality, and weighing the
same against thc privatc illjury, damage or inter·
ferencc complained of, it is on the whole proper and
cxpedicllt not to grant the injunction; or
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(b) grant an injunction to take cffect after such lapse of
time or upon such terms and conditions or subject to
such limitations or restrictions as are deemed proper;

ac
(c)

in lieu of granting an injunction, direct that the
owner or occupant of the mill take such measures or
perform such acts to prevent, avoid, lessen or diminish the injury, damage or interference complained
of as are deemed proper.

(2) Nothing in subsection 1 affccts any right of the perSOll ~~~h:g~ not
claiming the injunction to damages against the owner or alfeeted
occupier of the mill for any such injury, damage or interference.
(3) Where damage from the same cause continues, the ~~~~~ent
person entitled to the damages may apply from time to time
in the same action or proceeding for the assessment of subsequent damages or for any other relief to which by subsequent
events he from time to time becomes entitled.
(4) This section applies whether the injury, damage or ~r~fJ';~on
interference is or is not a continuing one, and whether the
person claiming the injunction in the action or proceeding is a
plaintiff or is a defendant proceeding by way or counterclaim.
R.S.O. [950, c. 195, ,. 32 (2-5).

PART IV
TIMBER SLIDE COMPANIES

35. In this Part, "works" means a dam, slide, pier, boom l~~r:~rll
or other work constructed or proposed to be constructed in
or upon a lake or river in order to facilitate the floating of
timber down the lake or river and any improvements made or
proposed to be made to the Aoatability of a lake or river by
the blasting of rocks or dredging or the removal of shoals or
other impediments or otherwise. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 33.
36. A COl11p.."WY may be incorporated under The Corpora- ~:;~t~
tions Act for the purpose of acquiring or constructing and ~mpanlO<J
maintaining and operating works upon a lake or river in R.S.G. 19GO.
Ontario. and every such company thereupon becomes subject o. 71
to this Part. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 34.

37. The application for the letters patent shall give,
(a) a detailed description of the works proposed to be

underL1.kcn and an estimate of their cost; and

Application
for lottors
patent
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(b) an estimate from the best available sources of the
quantity of different kinds of timber expected to
come down the lake or river yearly after the works

have been completed.
When letterll

patent may
be lMued

R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 35.

38. The letters patcnt incorporating a company for any
of the purposes mentioned in section 36 shall not be issued
until proof has been furnished to the Minister,
(a) that the proposed capital is sufficient to carry out the

objects for which the company is to be incorporated,
that such capital has been subscribed or underwritten
and that the applicants are likely to command public
trust and confidence in the undertaking; and
(b) that notice of the application for the letters patent
has been served upon all timber licensees and other
persons known to be interested in the works proposed
to be constructed,

nor until approval of the proposed work has been obtained
under Part I, and the Minister has certified to the Provincial
Secretary that, in his opinion, it is proper that they should be
issued. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 36.
Rate of
dividend

39. Letters patent may state a rate of dividend, not ex·
ceedinA' 12 per cent per annum that the comp..1.ny may pay to
the shareholders, if the revenues of the company otherwise
justify such payment. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 37, amuukd.

Llmltatlon

40. The existence of the company may be limited to a
term of years, not exceeding twenty-otic, to be fixed by the
letters patent. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 38.

"

c ompany's
exl.$tence

Properly

vesta In
the Crown
on explra.
tlon of

oompany'.

exl8tence

Company's

existence to
continue for
the purpoee
or winding

.,

41. Upon the expiration of the period limited for -the
existence of the company, all the works constructed by it
becOlTle the property of Her Majesty for the public uses of
Ont..·uio, and shall be under the control of the Department
and the company, or the shareholders thereof, have no right
to compensation therefor. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 39.

42. Notwithstanding the expiration of the period limitt.-d
for the existence of the company, it shall continue to exist for
the purpose of taking such proceedings as may be rcqui5ite for
winding up and settling its alTairs, and for getting in its assets
and distributing them among its shareholders, and the company may, for those purposes, sue and be sued as if the period
of its corpamte existence had not expired, but after such period
the words "in liquidation" shall be added to the name of the
company and arc a part of its name. RS.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.40.
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43. No distribution of capital shall be made under section ;}~i~~~tlon
42 until three years after the c:<piration of the perioo limited and protlta
for the existence of the company, but this does not prevent

the distribution among the shareholders of the annual profits
received from investments, and after such three years section
61 of The Corporations Act docs 1I0t apply. R.S.O. 1950, ~'~iO'
c. 195, s. 41.

19,30,

44. The directors of a company Cormed under this Part reea.J~rto
shall annually, in the month of January, make to the Minister Mlnl$tof
a report, verified by the oath of the treasurer of the company.
specifying,
Ca) the cost of the works;

(b) the amount of all money expended;
ee)

the amount of the capital stock, and the amount
paid in;

(el) the whole amount of tolls expended on the works;
(e)

the amount received during the year from tolls and
all other sources, stating each separately, and distinguishing the tolls on different kinds of timber;

(f) the amount of dividends paid;
(e) the amount expended for repairs:

(h) the amount of the debts due by the company, stating
the objects for which they were respectively incurred;
and
(i) a detailed description of any extension or improvement of the works or of any new works proposed to
be undertaken in the following year, together with
an estimate of the cost thereof. R.s.O. 1950, c. 195,

s.42.
43. The company shall keep proper books or account ~~~~'nrr
containing full and true statements or,
(a) its financial transactions;

(b) itsassets;

(G) the sums received and expended by it and the matters
in respect or which the receipt or expenditure took
place; and

(el) its credits and Iiabilitics,
and such books shall be at all times open to lhe inspection
and examination of any shareholder. R.S.O. 1950. c. 195,
s.43.

the
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40.-(1) The company has the right to expropriate any
land, right or casement requisite for the purpose of its under·
taking, and tile amount of compensation therefor shall be

determined by arbitration.
Aeoerlalnlng
complln-

RatIon

tntllrfcrcnco
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properly
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Registering
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(2) In ascertaining the amount of the compensation, due
regard shaJl be had to the benefits that will accrue to the person
claiming compensation from the construction of the intended
works. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 44.
47. No comp.. .m y formed tinder this Part shall construct its
works over or upon or otherwise interfere with or injure any
private property or the property of Her r-.tJajesty, without first
having obtained the consent of the owner or occupier thereof,
or of Her Majesty, except as is provided in this Part. R.S.O.
1950, c. 195, s. 45.

48.-(1) If there is already established by any person,
other than a COIllp..'lny formed under this Part or under any
Act of the Legislature, any works on a lake or river for the
improvement <Jf which a company is formed under this Part,
such company may with the approval of the Minister take
possession of the works, and the owners thereof, or, if the
works have been constructed on the property of Her Majesty,
the person at ·....hose cost they have been constructed, is entitled to compensation for the value of the works, either in
money or in stock of the company, at the option of the owner
or the person 2.t whose cost the works were constructed, and
may become a shareholder in the company for an amount
equal to the value of the works, such value to be ascertained
by arbitration.
(2) Where the company purchases or takes possession of
the works and does not make or construct any works other
than those so acquired, the company shall furnish the Minister
with a detailed description of such works and the amount of
the purchase price or compensation. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.46.
4Q.-(I) Nothing in this Act authorizes a comp....ny formed
under this Part to tnke possession of or injure any mill site
upon which there are existing mills or machinery, or hydraulic
works other than those intended to facilitate the passage of
timber, and 110 such company shall commence any work that
interferes with or endangers such occupied milt site without
the consent in writing of the owner, or unless it is determined
by arbitration that the proposed works will not injure such
mill site.
(2) The COllsent or award shall be registered in the same
man ncr as the instrumcnt of incorporation of thc company.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 195,s.47.
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50.-(1) The company sh:;lI, within two years from its JJ~~I~Won
incorporation, complete every work undertaken by it and or worl«.
mentioned in the application [or the letters patent, and for

the completion of which the company is incorporated, in
default of which the company is liable to forfeit the right to
all the corporate and other powers and authority that it has
acquired, and the Attorney General may cause proceedings to
be taken in the name of Her Majesty to set aside the charter
by serving notice upon the company, and the Lieutenant
Governor in Council may, after an opportunity to be heard
has been given to the company, declare that its corporate
powers cease and determine at a date to be named in the
order in council.
(2) From and after that date, all the corporate powers of ~~gia~
the company cease and determine unless, prior to the taking powers
of proceedings by the Attorney General, further time is
granted by the Minister or the completion of the works appears to be unnecessary and is dispensed with by him.

(3) If in the opinion of the Minister the company has ~~~i~~l~~
abandoned for one year any works completed by it so that worka
the works are not in sufficient repair and cannot be used for
the purpose for which they were undertaken, the Minister
may by his order in writing dedare that the corporate powers
of the company cease and determine to the extent set out in
the order. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,s. 48.

51. Any two companies formed for the construction of ~~llp"anIM
works on contiguous waters may unite and form one consoli- ~riira~e
dated company on such terms as to them seem meet, and the
name of the company to be tnen assumed shall thenceforth
be its corporate name, and letters patent may, subject to the
approval of the Minister, be issued to it, and, when issued, the
consolidated company may exercise and enjoy all the rights
and is subject to all the liabilities of other companies formed
under this Part. and which the separate companies had and
enjoyed or were subject or liable to before their union. R.S.O.
1950, c. 195, s. 49.
52. Where the Lieutenant Governor in Council dccms it l~~~r:n~~t
expedient for the public service, he may declare any COlllp..1..ny go~e~~~r.
formed under this Part dissolved, and may declare all its works ma~' llodare
to be public works upon payment to it of the then actual value ~~i'Jl:dny
of the works to be determined in accordance with The Public :;;11~' 19GO.
Works Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,5.50.
53. Where a comp.1..ny incorporated under chapter 153 of t-::~~~ mllY
the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1877, or under chapter 68 of ~r~~~~~'ioo
the Consolidated Statutes of Canada, 1859, applies for the or oortnl,'
.Issue 0 i1 etters patent un d er TI Ie CorporallolLS
.
Act, 1etters OOmpllnell
RS.O. UGO
patent may, subject to the approval of the Minister, be issued o. 71
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conferring upon the company any of the powers authorized by
this Part, and by such letters patent the term of existence of
the company may be limited and the company shall be subje<::t
to this Part. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 51.
~l~~li"il:gce

54.-(1) The teem of existence of a company incorporated

or company for a limited period may be extended for such a number of
years as the Lieutenant Governor in Council, before the expiry
of such period, directs.
~h~~t~~!\~~

(2) Where the term of existence of a company incorporated
for a limited period has expired but the company has continued
oompany's
to carryon business and it appears to the Lieutenant Governor
e:rlstenee
in Council that the comp..'my has acted in good faith, the
Lieutenant Governor in Council, notwithstanding the expiry
of such period, may, by supplementary letters patent, extend
the term of existence of the company as from the date of the
expiry. and thereupon the company shall be deemed to have
continued in existence from such date and the worksconstructed by the company shall not be deemed to have become the
property of Her Majesty, but to have remained vested in the
company for the period named in such supplementary letters
patent.
r:r~~ror

~~pU~eo~ent_
~'it.el:ttro~
u.tenalona
Or Improve.
menle

(3) Where any extension Or improvement of the WOrks or
any new works proposed to be undertaken are approved by
the Minister, supplementary letters patent may be issued
authorizing the construction of the extension or improvement
or the new works, as the case may be. R.S.O. 1950. c. 195,
s.52.

PART V
TOLLS

Intorpl"fl-

ta~lon

5(S. In this Part,
(a) "operator" means the owner or occupier of the works;
(b)

"works" means works as defined in Part IV that
have becn constructed. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 53.

Rl/l:ht

50. The operator
tolls upon all timber
shall have free access
uring or counting it.

Publlcatlon
ofecMdule
or tolls

57.-(1) In each year, before the 1st day of l'\'larch, the
operator shall publish oncc a weck for four successive weeks
in a newspaper published in the county or district in which the
works arc situate, a schedule of the tolls proposed to be

~o ~olle

may demand and receive the lawCul
passing through or over his works. and
to such timber for the purpose of measR.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 54.
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charged, together with a notice stating that on a day and hour
llamed he will apply to a judge of such county or district for
the approval of such tolls.
(2) Before publishing the schedule of tolls. the operator shall r~~JII~r
apply to a judge of such county or district to fix the time for appllcat!cn
the hearing of the application so that it may be inserted in the
notice, and the judge shall at the time so fixed hear the application and approve of the schedule of tolls after making such
changes therein as he thinks proper.
(3) In fixing the tolls, the judge shall have regard to and ~~~°t~1I8
take into consideration the original cost of the works and to be tl::l:ed
improvements, the amount required to maintain them and to
cover interest upon the original cost, as well as such other
matters as under all the circumstances are deemed just and
equitable.

(4) The judge may on the hearing require the production ~E~~'f:alo:'(
of all books of account of the operator for the purpose of account
ascertaining the state of the affairs of the operator, and may,
if he thinks it neceSS<lry, appoint some person to inspect such
books and make a report to him on the affairs of the operator
for the purpose of determining the tolls that should be charged.
(5) The !'\C!lP:fltlle of ton~ a~ approvP:f! hy the judge are No
final and binding and there is no appeal from his decision.

appeal

(6) If the schedule of tolls is amended, then the tolls as so ~(~~lr:~n
amended shall be published once a week for two successive approved
weeks in a newspaper published in the county or district in
which the works arc situate.
(7) The operator shall forthwith after the schedule of tolls Po~f&Yt~tbe
has been approved by the judge send a copy of it certified by ~~~:~tm,nt
the judge to the Minister so that it may be filed in the Depart·
ment, and, on failure to do so, he is guilty of an offence and on
summary conviction is liable to a fine of not more than $20.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 55.
58.-(1) The operator may demand from the owner of allY ;:.e~a~e~!nlJ
timber intended to be passed over or through any part of the ~}at~~~my
works, or from the person in charge of the timber, a written ~t~moortoU
statement of the quantity of every kind of timber and of its a e to
destination, and of the parts of the works over or through
which it is intended to pass, and if no written st..... femellt is
given when required, or if a false statement is givcn, the whole
of the timber, or such part of it as has becn omitted by a false
statement, is liable to double toll.
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(2) If any owner or person in charge of such timber know-

~~:.:'tl~ to

ingly or wilfully returns a larger quantity than it is his intenliable to,', all, tion to paSS over or through the works, the operator is enextra
to 8
mElre be
t'led'
i t , III a dd"Itlon to any at IleT rem cd y he may Ilave, to collect
colootoo
tolls on the difference between the quantity so falsely esti-

mated and the quantity actually passing over or through the
works. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 56.
May sue
ror tolls

50. If the tolls arc not paid on demand, they may be recovered by action. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 57.

ToUa to be

fJO. If timber has come through or over part only of the
works, the owner of the timber is liable to pay tolls only for
such parts of the whole works as he has made use of if, in
the schedule of tolls, the works arc divided into parts, and if
not, to j)<"1y such a portion of the whole tolls as the distance the
timber has come through or over the works bears to the whole
distance for which the works extend. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.58.

apportioned

to tho extent or tho
worlul

U$OO

Lion or

operator
Tor tol18

Sebure or

tlmb... for

tolla

Warrant to

Bolze and

proceedlnas
thereon

61.-(1) The operator has a lien upon the timber passing
through or over the works (or the amount of the tolls, ranking
next after the lien of the Crown for dues in respect of the
timber.
(2) If the tolls are not paid, any justice of the peace having
jurisdiction within or adjoining the locality in which the works
are situate, upon the oath of the operator or of his agent being
made that the just tolls have not been paid, shall issue a warrant for the seizure of the timber or so much of it as he deems
sufficient to satisfy the tolls.
(3) The warrant may be directed to any constable or to
any person sworn as a special constable for that purpose at
the discretion of the justice, and it shall authorize the person
to whom it is directed, i( the tolls are not paid within fourteen
days from the date of the warrant, to sell the timber subject to
any lien of the Crown for dues. and out of the proceeds to pay
the tolls, together with the costs o( the warrant and sale,
rendering the surplus on demand to the owner.

When
WlllTant not
to bo lM\uod

(4) A warrant shall not be issued after the expiration of
one month from the time of the passage of the timber through
or over any of the works. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 59.

Hulet! by

62.-(1) The operator may make rules fol'" regulating the
safe and orderly flo.."1ting of timber over or through the works,
but no such rules have any force or effect until approved by
the Minister who may alter or amend them before giving his
approval, and the Minister may I'"evoke and cancel ::Lny rules

operator
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so made and approved, and frolll time to time approve of new
rules which the operator may make.
(2) Every person who resists or impedes the operator or any Olfence
of his servants in the RO<'l.ting of timber through or over any
such works, or in carrying out any such rules or resists him or
his servants who may require access to any timber to ascertain
the just tolls thereon, or in any way molests him or his servants
in the exercise of any rights conferred upon them by this Part,
is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction is liable to
a fine of not less than $1 and not morc than S10.
(3) In any prosecution under this section, the summons~:;;,!ri=~n~r
may be served either personally or by leaving a copy of it at
the usual place of abode of the person named in it or with any
adult person belonging to the raft to which the person named
is attached.
Dl"poosltlon
(4) The fines when collected shall be paid to the operator of
fines
for his own usc. R.5.0. 1950, c. 195, s. 60.

PART VI
DRIVING OF TIMBER

63. Any person putting or causing to be put timber into ~l~~n~t
any water for the purpose of floating it in, upon or down the rl~t~nrgnot
water shall make adequate provision and put on a sufficient to
oblotr,""
navlgat
on
force of men to break, and shall m",ke all reason",ble endeavours to break, jams of the timber and clear the timber from the
banks and shores of the water with reasonable dispatch, and
shall run and drive the timber so as not unnecessarily to
delay or hinder the removal, floating, running or driving of
other timber or unnecessarily to obstruct the floating or navigation of the water. R.S.O. 19jO, c. 195, s. 61.
64. If any person neglects to comply with section 63, it ::t1r;!;rt of
is lawful for any other person dcsiring to f1o..1.t, run or drive ~r~~~~tcd
timber in, upon or down such water, and whose timbcr would to clear
be obstructed by such jams, to cause thcm to be brokcn and
the timbcr to be cleared from thc banks and shorcs of the
watcr, and to be floated, run and drivcn in, upon or dowll thc
water. R.S.O. 1950,c. 195, s. 62.

65.-(1) The person who C.1.uses the jams to be brokcn or :?e~\t~ron<l
timber to be cleared, floated, run or driven, pursuant to sec- ~':~~~
tion 64, shall do it with rcasonablc economy and clispatch,Ob<ltructlon
and shall take rcasonable care not to leavc timbcr on the b.1.nks
or shores, and he has a lien upon thc timber in the jams or
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upon the timber so cleared, floated, run or driven for the reasonable charges and expenses of breaking the jams and the
dearing, floating, running, driving, booming and keeping

possession of the timber, and may take and keep possession
of it or so much thereof as is reasonably necessary to &"\tisfy
the amount oi such charges and expenses pending the determination thereof by arbitration.
Idem

(2) The person taking possession of timber under this section shall usc all reasonable care not to take it beyond the place
of its original destination, if known, but may securely boom
and keep possession of it at or above such place.

NotifYing

(3) The owner Or person controlling such timber. jf known,
shall be forthwith notified o( its whereabouts, and, if satisfactory security is given for the amount of such charges and
expenses, possession of the timber shall be given up. R.S.O.
1950,c.195,s.63.

owner

Provision
wben timber
~;"~~'riral
cannot,
,
conven ent y
be Beparaled

the banks or shores of the water are so intermixed with timber
of another person that
it cannot be conveniently separated
• •
for the purpose of bemg floated Ill, upon or down the water,
the several persons owning or controlling the intermixed timber shall respectively make adequate provision and put on a
fair proportion of the men required to break jams of the intermixed timber, and to clear it from the banks and shores of the
water with reasonable dispatch, and to float, run and drive it
in, upon or down the water, and the costs and expenses thereof
shall be borne by the parties in such proportions as tbey agree
upon, and, in default of agreement, as are determined by
arbitration. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 64.

Provi,lon
when owner
of any
portlon of
timber IB
In default

67. If any person neglects to comply with section 66, it
is lawful for any other person whose timber is intermixed to
put on a suffICient number of men to sllpply the deficiency
and brc.,k jams of the intermixed timber and to c1ror it from
the banks and shores of the water, and to float, run and drive
all the intermixed timber in, upon or down the water. R.S.O.
1950,c.195,s.65.

Duty and
lion of

68.-(1) The flCrson supplying such deficiency and causing
such jams to be broken, or such intermixed timber to be
cleared, floated, run or driven, pursuant to section 67, shall do
it with reasonable e(0110111)' nnd dispatch, and shall take reasonable care not to leave timber 011 the banks or shores, and
he has a lien lIpall the timber owned or controlled by the perSOil guilty of such neglect for a fair proportion of the charges
and expenses of breaking the jams, and the clearing, floating,
running, driving, booming, and keeping possession of such

PfH''$On

Bupplylng
doficlency
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intermixed timber, and may take and keep possession of such
timber or so much thereof as is reasonably necessary to satisfy
the amount of such fair proportion of such charges and expenses pending the determination of the amount by arbitration.
(2) The person taking possession of timber under this sec- :;>Q~~~ror
tion shall use all reasonable care not to take it beyond the
place of its original destination, if knowll, but may securely
boom and keep possession of it alor above such place.
(3) The owner or person controlling such timber, if known, ~:~~ilng
shall be forthwith notified of its whereabouts. and, if satisfactory security is given for the amount of such proportion of
charges and expenses, possession of the timber shall be given
up. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 66.

69. Where timber of any person upon or in any water or ~~~~ ~~
the banks or shores of the water is intermixed with timber of~~'W~~~orn
another person, any of the persons whose timber is intermixed
may at any time during the drive require his timber to be
separated from the other timber at some suitable and convenient place, and after such separation he shall secure his
timber at his own cost and expense in such manner as to allow
free passage for the other timber, but when any timber reaches
its place of original destination, if known, so intermixed, it
shall be there separated from the other timber, and after such
separation each owner shall secure his timber at his own cost
and expense. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 67.
70. The several persons oWJ1ing or controlling the inter- ~t~ra~~nQr
mixed timber shall respectively make adequate provision and to be Ilba~
put on a fair proportion of the men required to make the
separation, and the cost and expense of such separation shall
be borne by the par:ties in such proportions as they agree
upon, and, in default of agreement, as are determined by
arbitration. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 68.

71.-(1) If any person negleds to comply with section 70, x:,~~gillllr
it is lawful for any other person whose timber is intermixed £r:~~~o:.:7t
to put on a sufficient number of men to supply the deficiency, work
and the timber owned or controlled by the persoll guilty of
such neglect is subject to a lien in favour of the person supplying the deficiency for a fair proportion of the charges and expenses of making the scp..'lration, and for the reasonable
charges and expenses of booming and keeping possession, and
such person may take and keep possession of such timber or
so much thereof as is reasonably nece5S.'lry to satisfy the
amount of such fair proportion of charges and expenscs pending determination of the amount by arbitration.
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(2) The person taking possession of timber under this
section shall use all reasonable care not to take it beyond the
place of its original destination, if known, but may securely
boom and keep possession of it a t or above such place.

holdor
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NotifyIng

(3) The owner or person controlling such timber, if known,
shall be forthwith notified of its whereabouts, and, if satisbctory security is given for the amount of such proportion of
charges and expenses, possession of the timber shall be given
up. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 69.

)o'orm or

72. The security referred to in sections 65, 68 and 71 may
be by bond (Form 1) or by deposit of money, or in such other
way as the parties agree upon. R.5.0. 1950, c. 195, s. 70.

ownor

socurlty

~:~a5:ber
d:f1l:~~IlY

an

~1.e~5~~er
'l~~ ll·Ueub •
or toil$ on

Rlgbtll of
Crown not
Iltl'ect&d

73. If it is determined by arbitration that any person acting under the assumed authority of this Part has without just
cause taken possession of or detained or caused to be taken
possession of or detained timber of another person, or has after
offer of security that t.he arbitrator thinks should have been
accepted, detained such timber, or has through want of reasonable care left timber of another person 011 the banks or
shores of a lake or river, or has taken timber of another
person beyond the place of its original destination contrary to
sections 65, 68 and 71, such first-mentioned person shall pay
to such last~mcntioncd perwll such damages as the arbitrator
determines. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 71.

74. The lien given by sections 65, 68 and 71 is subject to
the lien, if any, of any person for tolls for the use of any works
or improvements made use of in running or driving timber.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 72.
75. Nothing in this Part affects the lien or rights of the
Crown upon or in respect of any timber. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.73.

ArbitratIon

76. All claims, disputes and differences arising from any
act or omission under this Part or by reason of failure to perform any duty or obligation imposed by this Part shall be determined by arbitration and not by action. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 195, s. 74.

Notice of

77. The person claiming that another person has not
complied with this Part, or claiming payment of any charges
or expenses under this Part, or claiming a lien upon any timber,
or claiming damages under section 73, shall give to such other
person notice in writing stating the substance and amount of
the claims made. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 75.

claim
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78. The person on whom a claim is made, at any time ~~~ter
before the arbitration is entered. upon or with leave of the
arbitrator during the arbitration, may give the claimant notice
in writing by way of counterclaim, stating the substance of
any claim arising under this Part that such person may have
against the claimant, and such counterclaim, unless barred
under section 81, shall be determined in the arbitration.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, 5.76.
, 70.-(1) The person having a lien upon timber by virtue s:~~Y
of this Part may with the approval of the arbitrator sell the Cavln& llen
timber or a sufficient part thereof in order to realize the amount
of the lien, and of the costs, charges and expenses connected
with the sale.

(2) The arbitrator shall determine either by the award or ~lti~~fgrbY
by a separate document the time, place and manner of the
sale, and may from time to time give directions in writing
respecting the sale and the realization of the lien and of the
costs, eharges and expenses connected therewith. RS.O.
1950, e.195, s. 77.
80. The award and directions in writing of the arbitrator ~.:a~Y of
are final and binding and are not subject to appeal. R.S.O.
1950, c.195, s. 78.
81.-(1) All claims arising under this Part shall be made ~:~~~t1?o~
within one year after they have arisen, otherwise they shall ~~~g
be barred, but in the event of such claims arising between
the'same parties in two successive seasons, they shall be so
made within one year after the last of such claims has arisen.

(2) Where a claim is submitted to arbitration and a counter- ~~~ter
claim is set up, the counterclaim shall be deemed to have been
brought at the date of the service of the claim. RS.O. 1950,
c. 195, s. 79.
82. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may from time ~l~~l~~
to time declare that any part of Ontario or any water therein ~~e~t1on
is, until further declaration, exempt from the operation of this or Part
Part, and thereupon the same is exempt accordingly. RS.O.
1950, c. 195, s. 80.

83. Any part of OnL'\rio or any water exempted by declar- ::~::.f~f~
ation from the operation of this Part may, by declaration, ~'ill~o~der
be again brought within its operation until further declara- Part
tion, and so on from time to time. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 81.
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PART VII
WATER PRIVILEGES
Appll(ll1.t!on

84. This Part
c. 195, s. 82.

Interpre-

85. In this Part, "occupied. water privilege" means a
mill privilege, or water power, that has been or is in use for
mechanical, manufacturing, milling or hydraulic purposes, or
for the use of which for any of such purposes the necessary
works arc bona fide in course of construction. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 195, s. 83.

Protection
or occupied
water

86. Subject to section 91, an occupied water privilege
shall not be in any manner interfered with or encroached upon
under the authority of this Part without the consent of the
owner. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 84.

U.tlon

prlvllelr6

Right

is

subject

to

Parts I and II.

R.S.O. 1950,

or

87.-(1) A person desiring to use or improve a water
privilege, of which or a part of which he is the owner or legal
enter on, and occupant, for any mechanical, manufacturing, milling or
aurvey anda h yd rauI'IC purposes b
' a d am and
' a pond 0 f
y erectmg
creatmg
water, increasing the head of water in any existing pond or
extending its area. diverting the waters of any stream, pond
or lake into any other channel, constructing any raceway or
other erection or work that he requires in connection with
the improvement and use of the privilege, or by altering. renewing, extending. improving. repairing or maintaining any
such dam, raceway. erection or work, or any part thereof, may
enter upon any land that he deems necessary to be examined
and to make an examination and survey thereof, doing no
unnecessary damage and making compensation for any actual
damage done.
owner or
~~t'feg<l to

AcquisItion

or landa

(2) If, upon an application to a judge of the county or
district court, as hereinafter provided, such person obtains
authority, he may take, acquire. hold and use such parts of
the land so examined or such rights over or in respect thereof
as the judge deems necessary for the completion, improvement
or maintenance of the water privilege and works in COnnection
therewith.

Transml8lllon line

(3) The building of a transmission line for the transmission
of electrical power or energy generated by an occupied water
privilege shall be deemed to be a use or improvement of a
watcr privilcge within the meaning of this section. R.S.O.
1950,c.195,s.85.

for water
privilege
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88.-(1) A person desiring to exercise the powers
tioned in section 87, or allY of them, shall causc,

mctl- ProcoodlrllllJ

(a) surveys and levels to be madc and taken of the land
sought to be taken, llSed or otherwise affected, and
a map or plan thereof to be prepared;
(b) a statement to be prepared giving,

(0 a general description of the land to be taken
and of the powers intended to be exercised with
regard to any land, describing it,
(ii) the names of the owners and occupiers of the
land, so far as they can be ascertained. and
(iii) everything necessary for the right understanding of the map or plan, including a registrar's
certified abstract of the titles to all the land to
be affccted by the application;

(c) the map or plan and the statement to be filed in the
office of the clerk of the county or district court of
the county or district ill which the land or p..1.rt thereof
is situate.
(2) He may then apply to the judge of such county or ~fJ~C:;lon
district court for an order elllpowering him to exercise the
powers or such of them as he desires. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.86.

89. In addition to any other notice that the judge directs ~::t~~~
to be given, public notice of the application, stating the time rfo~PPllc..
and place when and where it is to be heard, shall be inserted
[or such period as the judge directs in a newspaper published in the county or district or one of the counties or districts in which the proposed works arc to be constructed or
any of the land aff~tcd is situate. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 87.

90. If the judge is of the opinion that the allowance of the ~:g~edwhen
application in whole or in p--,rt is in the public interest and is
lind
proper and just under all the circumstances of the case, he
may make an order empowering the applicant to exercise such
of the powers as the judge deems expedient, for such time and
on such terms and conditions as he determines, and the land
affected shall be described in the order. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.88.

r.r;rr

91. Where evidence is produced that s..,tisfies the judge ~~1[c~ ~~t
that the owner of a water privilege which has beell but is not I~Beac~1I111
then in use for any of the purposes mentioned ill subsection I
of section 87 is holding it with the intention of again using it
for mechanical, manufacturing, milling or hydmulic purposes,
the judge may make an order fixing the time within which the
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necessary works for the actual use of such water privilege
shall be constructed and actually used, and, unless such evidence is produced or the terms of such order are complied
with, the water privilege shall not be deemed to Ix! an occupied water privilege within the mealling of this Part. R.S.O.
1950,c.19S,s.89.
Cll6El of two

92. Where two or more persons claim to exercise the powers
conferred by this Part in respect of the same water privilege,
or any part thereof, the judge may impose such terms as he
deems just, and may also limit a time within which the person
whose application he allows shall construct the necessary
works and actually use such water privilege. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 195, s. 90.

LimIt Of

93. No pond shall be authorized to be made or enlarged
so as to exceed twenty acres in extent, unless the judge for
special reasons otherwise directs. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 91.

What to be
atated In
order

94.-(1) The judge shall in the order state the height to
which the water may be raised and fix the extent of the pond.

Compen-

(2) The judge shall also assess the sum to be paid as the
value of the land to be L'lken or used or of the powers to be
exercised, and the damages, if any, to be paid as compensation
by the applicant for any injury that may be occasioned by
the proposed works, and may make such order as to costs as
he deems just.

or more
clalmanta

alze or
panda

sation tor
Injury

(3) The costs shall be the s..'lme as in ordinary proceedings
in the county court and shall be taxed by the clerk. R.S.O.
1950, c. 195, s. 92.
Paymont or
amount
awarded

95.-(1) The sums so assessed and the costs shall be paid
to the persons entitled thereto or into the Supreme Court as
the judge directs before the powers or any of them are exercised and within sixty days after the order is made.

~~[1~~h~13~ (2)
order
under

If the same are not so paid, the order may be enforced
The Jlidges' Orders Etlforcement Act, or, at the option
~'~il~' 1960, of any of the persons entitled to receive a sum so assessed,
may, on application to the judge, be set aside and vacated
as to him, and in such cas<: the judge Illay make such order
as to the costs of the proceedings and of the application as
hedcems just. R.S.O. 1950, c, 195, s. 93.
~rora';,9J'ance

96. Upon the payment of the SUIllS assessed and costs, the
applicant is entitled to a conveyance, to be settled by the judge
in case of a dispute. of the land or rights mentioned in the
order in respect of which payment is so made. and is further

Sec. 100 (6)
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entitled to have and exercise such of the powers mentioned
in section 87 as he is authorized by the order to exercise.
R.S.D. 1950, c. 195, s. 94.
...

. 07. For the purpose of registration, the order shall be ~r!~~~:,~lon
deemed a judgment of the court to which the judge belongs. or or
R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 95.
08. The judge has all the powers possessed by him or by ~~~~~11
a county or district court in all action. RS.O. 1950, c. 195,
s.96.
09. The judge is entitled for his services to the like fees asJud~O'8
arc allowed to arbitrators. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195, s. 97.

fooa

100.-(1) By leave of a judge of the Supreme Court, an ~~t: from
appeal lies to the Court of Appeal from the order of the judge Judga
on any application under this Part.
(2) On such appeal the decision of the judge upon questions ~e"c~?:not
of fact and all other questions are open to review.
(3) The application for leave to appeal shall be made within to~~~l:~~~~
ten days from the day on which the order appealed from was appeal
made, or within such further time as a judge of the Supreme
Court allows.
(4) The judge to whom the application is made shall detennine the time within which the appeal shall be set down
to be heard, the persons upon whom notice of the appeal shall
be served, and all such other matters as he deems necessary
for the most speedy and least expensive determination of the
appeal.

Terms

(5) If the appeal is not set down to be heard within the ~:::c:o~ 11time limited, or if allY other condition imposed is not complied ~~~lu~K
with, the appeal shall, unless otherwise ordered by a judge of of appoal
the Supreme Court, be deemed to have been abandoned.
(6) The practice and procedure upon the appeal, except so ~~~~I{e on
far as is in this section, or by the judge to whom the application for leave is made, otherwise provided, shall be the &'lme
as upon an appeal from a county court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 195,
5.98.
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Form 1

FORM 1
...(Sulirm'12)

Know all men by these presents that we (here insut names ,/ obligors,
btillg the owner of t/u limber and alluul one sulfidenl surdy or, if 1M signalure
of the O".lIlltr ~ann:n k oOJai'wl without unrwsonable delay, Ihe1l being two
surtties).
.
.
are held and firmly bound unto A. B. (hert insullk name of 1M paSOli
c/aiming lhe litn) in the penal sum of (double the amount of the claim)
S..
to be paid to the said A. B. his executou, administraton
and assigns for which payment well and truly to be made we and each of
us, bind ou~[vcs. and each of us our and each of our executors and
administrators jointly and severally, firmly by these presents, sealed with
OUf seals, and signed by us this
". 19
.
Whereas the said A. B. claiming to act under Part VI of TM Laie$ and
Rivt!rs ImprOl!llmenj Acl has taken possession of certain (timber) owned

or controlled by..
..
thereon for the sum of $
(as 1M rou may btl of the said Act.

. .. and claims a lien
, under section 65, 68 or 71

And whereas this bond is given as security for payment to the aaid
A. B., of such sum as he may be held entitled to by arbitration pursuant

to the said Act, and of any costs and expenses of the arbitration that rnay
become payable to him.
,
Now the condition of the above obligation is such that if the said
his executors or administrators to pay to the said A. B., his executors,
administrators or assigns, such sum as is determined by arbitration
pursuant to the Slid Act to be payable to the said A. B., his executors,
administrators or assigns for charges and expenses. and also such sum
as become payable to the said A. B., his e;"ecutors, administrators
or ai'Signs, for costs and expenses of such arbitration, then the above
obligation to be void, otherwise to remain in fuU (oree.

C.D. (SiW.)
F.G. (SEAJ,)
Signed, sealed ane delivered }
in the presence of
X.Y.

R.$.O. 1950, c. 195, Form 1.

